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Abstract

The increased integration of artificial intelligence (AI) tech-
nologies in human workflows has resulted in a new paradigm
of AI-assisted decision making, in which an AI model pro-
vides decision recommendations while humans make the final
decisions. To best support humans in decision making, it is
critical to obtain a quantitative understanding of how humans
interact with and rely on AI. Previous studies often model
humans’ reliance on AI as an analytical process, i.e., reliance
decisions are made based on a cost-benefit analysis. However,
theoretical models in psychology suggest that the reliance de-
cisions can often be driven by emotions like humans’ trust in
AI models. In this paper, we propose a hidden Markov model
to capture the affective process underlying the human-AI in-
teraction in AI-assisted decision making, by characterizing
how decision makers adjust their trust in AI over time and
make reliance decisions based on their trust. Evaluations on
real human behavior data collected from human-subject ex-
periments show that the proposed model outperforms various
baselines in accurately predicting humans’ reliance behav-
ior in AI-assisted decision making. Based on the proposed
model, we further provide insights into how humans’ trust
and reliance dynamics in AI-assisted decision making is in-
fluenced by contextual factors like decision stakes and their
interaction experiences.

Introduction
With the rapid development of artificial intelligence (AI)
technologies in recent years, AI models have been increas-
ingly adopted to help people make better decisions in var-
ious domains ranging from finance to healthcare. The na-
ture of many decisions involving high stakes and the need
to maintain human agency in decision making have led to
the paradigm of AI-assisted decision making, that is, an AI
model makes a decision recommendation to humans, who
will then make the final decision. Designing an AI model
to best support human decision makers in such a paradigm
requires thorough understandings of how humans factor AI
recommendations into their final decisions, for example,
through deciding whether to rely on the AI model or not
in each decision making case.
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Many important efforts have been made to obtain these
understandings. For example, experimental studies have
been conducted, through which a wide range of factors that
influence decision makers’ reliance on AI models in AI-
assisted decision making have been identified (Yin, Wort-
man Vaughan, and Wallach 2019; Zhang, Liao, and Bellamy
2020; Bansal et al. 2019a). More recently, researchers go be-
yond the empirical understandings and start to explore how
to computationally model human decision makers’ reliance
on AI models in AI-assisted decision making, taking mul-
tiple influencing factors into account (Wang, Lu, and Yin
2022; Kumar et al. 2021; Bansal et al. 2021a). Interestingly,
in these studies, humans’ decisions on whether to rely on an
AI model or not are often modeled as an analytical process,
that is, people make their reliance decision by estimating the
“utility” of accepting or rejecting the AI recommendation
and completing a cost-benefit analysis. Meanwhile, concep-
tual models proposed in the psychology literature suggest
that people’s reliance behavior can be largely controlled by
their emotions, such as their trust in the AI model. It is thus
natural to ask, can we computationally model people’s af-
fective process underlying their reliance decisions, and how
well can these models fit people’s real-world reliance behav-
ior in AI-assisted decision making?

To answer these questions, in this paper, we propose a hid-
den Markov model to characterize the dynamics of decision
makers’ latent trust in the AI model in AI-assisted decision
making, as well as their adjustment of reliance decisions
based on the trust. Specifically, building upon a few concep-
tual models in the psychology literature (Lee and See 2004;
Hoff and Bashir 2015), our proposed model consists of three
components—an initial trust model, a trust dynamics model,
and a decision model. The initial trust model captures how
people’s trust in AI is influenced by their own characteristics
and some contextual factors prior to their interactions with
the AI model. On the other hand, the trust dynamics model
and the decision model specify that during the interactions,
how decision makers’ trust changes over time, or the rela-
tionships between trust and reliance, depend on contextual
factors and their interaction experiences.

To evaluate the performance of the proposed model in
capturing people’s reliance behavior in AI-assisted decision
making, we collect data on real human subjects’ reliance de-
cisions in AI-assisted income prediction tasks through a ran-



domized experiment. By fitting various computational mod-
els to the behavior dataset collected, we find that our pro-
posed model consistently outperforms other baseline mod-
els in accurately predicting both the reliance behavior pat-
tern exhibited by a population of decision makers and
the reliance decisions made by individual decision makers.
Through an ablation study, we further identify some differ-
ences in how contextual factors and decision makers’ inter-
action experiences influence reliance—while decision mak-
ers’ interaction experiences (e.g., the feedback on whether
their previous reliance decision is appropriate) appear to in-
fluence their reliance decisions both directly and indirectly
via changing their latent trust, contextual factors like task
characterizations and decision stakes seem to mostly influ-
ence the reliance decisions indirectly through trust. Finally,
a close examination of the learned model enables us to pro-
vide a few quantitative explanations on how contextual fac-
tors and interaction experiences impact decision makers. For
example, it is shown that decision makers’ trust levels are
more stable when the decision stake becomes higher.

Related Work
The increased usage of decision aids driven by AI models
has inspired a line of experimental studies to understand how
humans interact with and rely on AI models in AI-assisted
decision making. Researchers have identified a large set of
factors that may influence people’s reliance on AI, includ-
ing the AI model’s accuracy (Yin, Wortman Vaughan, and
Wallach 2019; Lai and Tan 2019), confidence (Zhang, Liao,
and Bellamy 2020; Rechkemmer and Yin 2022), the type of
AI explanations and the ways that they are presented (Yang
et al. 2020; Bansal et al. 2021b), humans’ mental models
about AI (Bansal et al. 2019a,b), and the level of human-
model agreement (Lu and Yin 2021). It was shown in many
experimental studies that decision makers often can not rely
on AI models appropriately, which leads to new studies on
designing innovative methods to promote appropriate re-
liance on AI (Buçinca, Malaya, and Gajos 2021; Park et al.
2019; Liao and Sundar 2022; Chiang and Yin 2022).

Most recently, some researchers have started to explore
computationally modeling humans behavior in AI-assisted
decision making, such as characterizing and predicting when
decision makers will solicit/rely on the recommendation
provided by the AI model (Wang, Lu, and Yin 2022; Bansal
et al. 2021a; Kumar et al. 2021; Pynadath, Wang, and
Kamireddy 2019). Perhaps inspired by theoretical frame-
works in economics that explain human decision making
behavior under uncertainty (Tversky and Kahneman 1992;
Allais 1953), many of these studies model reliance decisions
in AI-assisted decision making as an outcome of humans un-
dertaking bounded rational cost-benefit analyses. We take a
different approach in this paper to model the reliance deci-
sions as the outcomes of an affective process (i.e., reliance
is regulated by emotions like trust in AI).

Another related line of works focus on designing algorith-
mic methods to improve collaborations between humans and
AI. One common setting considered in these studies is that
humans and AI each work on some tasks separately. For ex-
ample, algorithms have been developed to explicitly assign

tasks to the most suitable party (i.e., humans vs. AI) given
their respective strengths and weaknesses (Wilder, Horvitz,
and Kamar 2021; Gao et al. 2021), or to teach one party
to effectively defer some tasks to the other party (Madras,
Pitassi, and Zemel 2018; Mozannar, Satyanarayan, and Son-
tag 2022). Alternatively, when both humans and AI have
worked on the same tasks, meta-decision models have been
developed to combine the outputs from both humans and AI
to achieve an aggregated, better task performance (Kerrigan,
Smyth, and Steyvers 2021; Steyvers et al. 2022). We empha-
size that in the AI-assisted decision making setting that we
consider in this paper, while both humans and AI “work”
on the same decision making tasks, the final decisions are
always made by humans instead of a meta-decision model.

Methods
In this section, we first formally define the AI-assisted deci-
sion making setting studied in this paper. Then, we review
a few conceptual models proposed in the psychology liter-
ature, which describe how human behavior (e.g., reliance)
is influenced by emotions like trust when humans interact
with automated systems. Based on these theoretical con-
ceptual models, we introduce our Markov-model-based ap-
proach to computationally model humans’ reliance behavior
in AI-assisted decision making as an affective process.

Problem Formulation
We consider the following sequential AI-assisted decision
making setting in this paper: Suppose a human decision
maker needs to complete a sequence of T binary decision
making tasks with the help of an AI model. In each task t
(1 ≤ t ≤ T ), the human decision maker is provided with the
task context xt ∈ Rn, which may include the features/char-
acterization of the task and situational factors like the stake
of the decision. In addition, the decision maker receives the
AI model’s binary decision recommendation ymt ∈ {0, 1},
which may or may not be the same as yt, the correct de-
cision of this task. With all these information, the human
decision maker needs to make a final decision yht ∈ {0, 1}
by forming a reliance decision to either accept or reject the
AI model’s recommendation (i.e., dt ∈ {accept, reject}).
Once the final decision is made, the decision maker will
be informed of its correctness, thus they obtain the feed-
back et about whether their reliance decision dt is appro-
priate. Depending on the correctness of AI recommendation
ymt and the decision maker’s reliance decision dt, feedback
et = (ct = I(ymt = yt), dt) may take one of the four pos-
sible values—appropriate acceptance (ct = 1, dt = accept),
appropriate rejection (ct = 0, dt = reject), inappropriate ac-
ceptance (ct = 0, dt = accept), and inappropriate rejection
(ct = 1, dt = reject). The goal of our study is to build com-
putational models to quantitatively characterize how humans
adjust their reliance behavior (i.e., dt) in these sequential AI-
assisted decision making settings.

Conceptual Models of Trust-Reliance Relationships
Conceptual models have been previously proposed in
the psychology literature to characterize human behavior



in human-automation interactions. For example, Lee and
See (2004) suggested that humans’ risk-taking behavior like
relying on the automation is a behavioral expression of
trust, which is an emotion that varies over time and re-
flects people’s affective responses to the automation’s vio-
lation or confirmation of their implicit expectancies. Hoff
and Bashir (2015) further proposed a three-layer model to
conceptualize the variability in human-automation trust. Ac-
cording to this model, human-automation trust could be de-
composed into dispositional trust (i.e., trust decided by hu-
mans’ characteristics), situational trust (i.e., trust decided
by the interaction context), and learned trust (i.e., trust de-
cided by the experience relevant to the specific automated
system). Moreover, the model stated that people’s initial re-
liance strategies prior to interactions with the automation is
decided by their dispositional trust, situational trust, and ini-
tial learned trust if they have interacted with the automation
before. On the other hand, during the interactions, people’s
reliance behavior is mostly dependent on situational factors
and their dynamic learned trust, which keeps being updated
to reflect people’s ongoing experience with the automation.

Characterizing Reliance in AI-Assisted Decision
Making with Markov Models
The conceptual models described above provide a theoret-
ical foundation for us to model humans’ reliance behavior
in AI-assisted decision making as the outcome of an affec-
tive process. To operationalize these conceptual models, we
propose a hidden Markov model to capture how human deci-
sion makers’ reliance on AI in AI-assisted decision making
is influenced by their latent, dynamic trust in the AI model.
Figure 1 illustrates the structure of the proposed model.

Specifically, consider a decision maker j with certain de-
mographic background oj ∈ Rd who, for the first time,
completes T binary decision making tasks with the help of
an AI model. In each task t, the decision maker encounters
a task context xj

t , and we model the decision maker’s trust
in the AI model as a latent categorical variable zjt ∈ Z =
{1, 2, · · ·,K} (K is the total number of trust states). The de-
cision maker’s trust state zj1 ∈ Z prior to interactions with
the AI model is defined by an initial trust model (ITM):

P(zj1 = k|xj
1,o

j ;θITM ),∀k ∈ Z (1)

where θITM is the model parameter. Aligning with the con-
ceptual models, this initial trust model specifies how the de-
cision maker’s initial trust distribution is influenced by their
own characteristics oj (i.e., dispositional trust) and the con-
text of the first task xj

1 (i.e., situational trust)1.
To reflect the adjustment of the decision maker’s trust in

the AI model over time, we then define the trust dynamics
model (TDM) parameterized by θTDM :

P(zjt = k′|zjt−1 = k,xj
t , e

j
t−1;θTDM ),∀k, k′ ∈ Z (2)

The trust dynamics model specifies the transition probabil-
ities from one latent trust state to another. Consistent with

1Since decision maker j never interacts with the AI model be-
fore, we do not consider initial learned trust in this model.

Figure 1: A hidden Markov model characterizing how hu-
mans adjust their reliance on AI based on their trust in the
AI model. Shaded/unshaded nodes are observed/latent.

the conceptual models, we assume that the decision maker’s
trust state in task t (i.e., zjt ) evolves from their trust state
in the previous task zjt−1 and depends on situational factors
summarized in xj

t , the context of the current task. In addi-
tion, to include the dynamic learned trust in the trust dynam-
ics model, we also assume that zjt is influenced by the feed-
back ejt−1 that the decision maker receives from task t − 1,
which reflects both the AI model’s correctness and the deci-
sion maker’s reliance appropriateness in the previous task.

Finally, to characterize the relationship between the deci-
sion maker’s trust zjt and reliance decision djt , we define a
decision model (DM) parameterized by θDM :

P(djt = accept|zjt = k,xj
t , e

j
t−1;θDM ),∀k ∈ Z (3)

The decision model effectively describes the emission prob-
abilities of different trust states, and it again depends on the
current task context xj

t and the feedback ejt−1 received in
the previous task.

Model Learning Given N human decision makers
who each completes T tasks with the AI assistance,
we can collect a set of human behavior data D =
{oj , {xj

t , d
j
t , e

j
t}Tt=1}Nj=1. The log-likelihood of this dataset

D under the proposed Markov model M (parameterized by
{θITM ,θTDM ,θDM}) is:

L(M,D) =

N∑
j=1

log(
∑
z

(P(z1|xj
1,o

j ;θITM )

·
T∏

t=2

P(zt|zt−1,x
j
t , e

j
t−1;θTDM ) ·

T∏
t=1

P(djt |zt,x
j
t , e

j
t−1;θDM ))

(4)

We can then use the expectation-maximization (EM) algo-
rithm (McLachlan and Krishnan 2007) to learn the optimal
model parameters that maximize this log-likelihood.

Model Inference Once the model M is learned, given
a new decision maker j⋆, we may make online infer-
ence of their trust state and predict their reliance decision.
Specifically, suppose the new decision maker j⋆ has com-
pleted L tasks, leading to a behavior data dataset Dj⋆ =



{oj⋆ , {xj⋆

t , dj
⋆

t , ej
⋆

t }Lt=1}. Then, the maximum a posteriori
estimate of the most likely hidden trust state sequence of de-
cision maker j⋆, i.e., zj⋆ = {zj

⋆

1 , ..., zj
⋆

L }, can be estimated
using the Viterbi algorithm (Forney 1973). The inferred hid-
den trust state sequence will further enable us to predict the
decision maker’s trust zj

⋆

L+1 and reliance decision dj
⋆

L+1 in
the next task (i.e., task L+ 1) given the task context xj⋆

L+1:

zj
⋆

L+1 = argmax
k∈Z

P(zj
⋆

L+1 = k|zj
⋆

L ,xj⋆

L+1, e
j⋆

L ;θTDM )

dj
⋆

L+1 = argmax
d∈{accept, reject}

P(dj
⋆

L+1 = d|zj
⋆

L+1,x
j⋆

L+1, e
j⋆

L ;θDM )

(5)

Human-Subject Experiment
To evaluate the performance of our proposed model in cap-
turing humans’ reliance behavior in AI-assisted decision
making, we conducted an experiment to collect real human
behavior data in AI-assisted decision making.

Decision Making Task The decision making task we used
in our experiment was to determine a person’s annual in-
come level, which was a common task used in previous AI-
assisted decision making studies (Zhang, Liao, and Bellamy
2020; Ribeiro, Singh, and Guestrin 2018). Specifically, in
each task, the human subject was presented with a profile
of a person with 7 features, including the person’s gender,
age, education level, martial status, occupation, work type,
and working hours per week. The subject was asked to de-
cide whether this person’s annual income is higher or lower
than $50k. The profiles that we showed to subjects were
taken from the UCI Income dataset. Based on this dataset,
we trained a gradient boosted trees model to make the in-
come prediction, and we presented to subjects the binary
prediction made by this model on each task as the AI rec-
ommendation.

Experimental Treatments To explore how humans trust
and rely on the AI models differently under different con-
texts, and whether our proposed model can capture these
differences, we created two treatments in this experiment.
The context-related factor that we varied across treatments
was the stake of the decisions. In particular, in one treatment,
subjects would receive high penalty (HP) from their incor-
rect decisions in comparison with the reward that they would
get from correct decisions, while in the other treatment, in-
correct decisions lead to relatively low penalty (LP).

Experimental Procedure We posted our experiment on
Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) as a human intelligence
task (HIT) and recruited MTurk workers as our subjects.
Upon arrival, we randomly assigned each subject to one of
the two treatments. Subjects started the HIT by completing a
tutorial which described the income prediction task that they
needed to work on in the HIT and the meaning of each fea-
ture they would see in a person’s profile. To help subjects get
familiar with the task, we first asked subjects to complete 5
training tasks, in which they made income predictions with-
out the AI advice, and we showed them the correct answer
of each task immediately after they made their predictions.

The real experiment began after subjects completed the
training tasks. Specifically, subjects were told that they
would start with an account of 200 virtual points in this HIT,
and they needed to determine income levels in a sequence
of 20 tasks. For each task, if their decision was correct, they
would earn 10 points. However, if their decision was wrong,
subjects of the LP treatment would lose 5 points while sub-
jects of the HP treatment would lose 20 points. After sub-
jects made their decision on a task, we immediately provided
the feedback to them indicating the correctness of their de-
cision and updated their account balance. At the end of the
HIT, the points left in a subject’s account was converted to
the subject’s bonus payment using a ratio of 40 points to
$0.1. The 20 tasks a subject worked on in the HIT was ran-
domly sampled from a pool of 500 task instances, and we
ensured that among these 20 tasks, the AI model was correct
on 15 tasks and wrong on 5 tasks (i.e., the AI model’s accu-
racy on the 20 tasks was 75%). After subjects completed all
20 tasks, they were asked to complete a survey to report their
demographic information, such as their age, gender, educa-
tion level, and their familiarity with AI and programming.

The base payment of our HIT was $1.2. The HIT was only
open to U.S. workers, and each worker can complete the HIT
once. We further included an attention check question in the
HIT, in which subjects were asked to choose a randomly
specified choice. Only the data of subjects who passed the
attention check was considered valid (see supplemental ma-
terials for information of the data repository).

Evaluations
After filtering the inattentive subjects, we obtained valid data
from 245 subjects in our experiment (HP:118, LP:127). Be-
low, we conduct our evaluation using the behavior data col-
lected from these valid subjects.

Model Training and Baselines
For training the proposed hidden Markov model, all infor-
mation that a subject provides in the exit-survey is included
in the subject’s demographic background (i.e., oj), while the
task context xt includes both the 7 features of the income
prediction task and the decision stake (i.e., the treatment-
dependent penalty for wrong decisions). We use multino-
mial logistic regression models as our initial trust and trust
dynamic models, while logistic regression models are used
as the decision models. We also experiment with a range of
values for the number of hidden trust states (i.e., K = 2 ∼
6) and find the model with K = 3 achieves the maximum
Bayesian information criterion (BIC) score (Schwarz 1978),
thus we set K = 3 throughout our evaluation.

We consider a few baseline computational models in
our evaluation. First, we include three supervised learning
models—logistic regression, XGBoost (Chen and Guestrin
2016), and LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997)—as
our baselines. These models directly predict decision maker
j’s reliance decision djt using their demographic background
oj , the current task context xj

t , and the feedback received in
the previous task ejt−1, without characterizing the analytical
or affective processes underlying the reliance decision.



As a second type of baseline, we adapt a model from
Wang, Lu, and Yin (2022) to characterize humans’ reliance
decision in AI-assisted decision making as an analytical
process, i.e., subjects make reliance decisions based on a
cost-benefit analysis. Specifically, in task t, we assume a
decision maker estimates the correctness likelihood of the
AI recommendation ymt using the AI model’s past accura-
cies weighted by a time discounting factor ϵ ∈ [0, 1], i.e.,

ĉt =
1
C

t−1∑
i=1

εt−1−iI(ymi = yi) and C =
t−2∑
i=0

εi is the normal-

izing factor. Based on this correctness likelihood estimate,
the subject can compute the utility of accepting or rejecting
the AI recommendation:

ut(accept) = (1 + λ)w(ĉt)− λ

ut(reject) = 1− (1 + λ)w(ĉt)
(6)

where λ is the ratio between the wrong decision penalty
and the correct decision reward, i.e., λ = 0.5 or 2 in the
LP or HP treatments, respectively. Consistent with the Cu-
mulative Prospect Theory (CPT), we assume people tend
to distort probabilities via a weighting function w(p) =

pk

pk+(1−p)k
(k > 0). The decision maker’s stochastic reliance

decision is then made based on a softmax function of the
computed utilities, i.e., P(dt = accept) =

exp(δut(accept))∑
d exp(δut(d))

(δ is a parameter reflecting people’s sensitivity to utilities).
Finally, while our proposed method learns the dynamics

of a decision maker’s trust in the AI model through a hidden
Markov model, previous research has proposed quantitative
models to explicitly specify the trust dynamics in human-
automation interaction. Thus, as a final baseline, we con-
sider a model which still characterizes the affective process
underlying reliance decisions, but adopts an explicit trust dy-
namics model that is adapted from Hu et al. (2018):

zjt = zjt−1 + αe(βee
j
t−1 − zjt−1) + αa(A

j
t−1 − zjt−1)

+ αo(βoo
j − zjt−1),

Aj
t = γzjt−1 + (1− γ)Aj

t−1

(7)

where αe, αa, αo, βe βo, and γ are learnable model parame-
ters. According to this model, the decision maker j’s change
of trust level from task t−1 (zjt−1) to task t (zjt ) is affected by
(1) their most recent experience with the AI model (i.e., re-
flected in the feedback ejt−1 received in task t− 1), (2) their
accumulated trust in the AI model (i.e., reflected in Aj

t−1,
the exponentially weighted moving average of the past trust
levels), and (3) their expectation bias determined by their
demographics oj . Logistic regression models are again used
as the decision model for this baseline model, and we ensure
that a higher trust level zjt leads to a higher probability for
the decision maker to rely on the AI recommendation.

Comparing Model Performance
We first compare the performance of various computa-
tional models in capturing subjects’ reliance behavior in AI-
assisted decision making, on both the population level and
the individual level. To do so, we conduct a 5-fold cross-
validation—We randomly divide all subjects into five groups

Figure 2: The actual (i.e., “data”) and predicted fractions of
subjects who rely on the AI model over a period of 20 tasks.

and split the behavior dataset into five folds accordingly.
Within each cross validation iteration, we use four folds to
train the models with grid search being taken to find the best
(hyper-)parameters for baseline models, while the learned
model’s performance is evaluated on the remaining fold.

To begin with, we look into how the entire population of
subjects adjust their reliance on the AI model over time in
AI-assisted decision making, and we aim to examine how
well different models can capture these patterns. In Figure 2,
we plot the fraction of subjects who rely on the AI model
(i.e., accept the AI recommendation) on each task over the
course of the 20 decision making tasks in our experiment,
as well as the same fractions computed from different mod-
els’ predictions2. Visually, it appears that in both the LP and
HP treatments, the two models that characterize decision
maker’s reliance decisions as affective processes (i.e., Ex-
pTrust and our proposed Markov model) outperform other
models in capturing subjects’ reliance dynamics over time
(see Table S1 in the supplemental materials for the root-
mean-square deviation computed for each model).

Since reliance on AI models reflects people’s affective re-
sponses to their experience with the AI model (e.g., the feed-
back et−1 received), we next move on to examine how well
different models can capture people’s reliance responses to
their interaction experience. As discussed earlier, a deci-
sion maker can have one of the four experiences et−1 in
their previous task—appropriate acceptance, appropriate re-
jection, inappropriate acceptance, and inappropriate rejec-
tion. Given a particular type of experience e (e.g., appro-
priate acceptance), to see what people’s reliance response to
this experience is, we first obtain the set of subjects’ reliance
decisions djt in the current task when their experience in the
previous task ejt−1 is e. This enables us to compute the prob-
ability for subjects to rely on the AI model when their pre-
vious experience is e. Using bootstrapping (R = 100000)
to re-sample this set of reliance decisions, we further obtain
a bootstrapped distribution of subjects’ reliance probability
when their previous experience is e. Moreover, by replacing
the set of actual reliance decisions with the set of predicted
reliance decisions given by a computational model (e.g., the

2In the 5-fold cross validation, predictions for subjects in one
fold are made using the models trained on the other 4 folds, and
the predicted reliance fraction is then averaged across all subjects.



(a) Appropriate acceptance (b) Appropriate rejection (c) Inappropriate acceptance (d) Inappropriate rejection

Figure 3: The actual and predicted distributions of subjects’ reliance probabilities under four interaction experiences.

Figure 4: Model performance in predicting reliance deci-
sions of individual subjects. The red dotted line represents
the performance of the heuristic method, which predicts a
subject’s reliance decision stochastically using the overall
reliance probability observed in the training data. Error bars
(shades) represent the standard errors of the mean.

proposed model), we can also obtain the bootstrapped dis-
tribution of subjects’ predicted reliance probability for that
model. Figure 3 presents the bootstrapped distributions of
subjects’ reliance probabilities under all four interaction ex-
periences, computed using subjects’ reliance decisions ob-
tained from both the actual experiment and different mod-
els’ predictions3. It is clear from the figures that for all types
of interaction experiences, the predicted distributions of sub-
jects’ reliance probabilities matches the ground truth distri-
bution the best when the predictions are generated by our
proposed hidden Markov model (see Table S1 in the sup-
plemental materials for results on the Wasserstein distance
between the ground truth distribution and the predicted dis-
tribution given by each computational model).

Finally, we explore how well different models can pre-
dict individual decision makers’ reliance decisions as they
interact with the AI model in AI-assisted decision making.
We use Macro-F1 score to measure the performance of each
model, and the average Macro-F1 scores across the 5-fold
cross validations for different models are shown in Figure 4.
We again observe that our proposed model outperforms all
baseline models in predicting individual decision maker’s
reliance decisions. In particular, while ExpTrust (i.e., the
baseline model in which the trust dynamics is explicitly
specified) is sometimes on par with our proposed model in

3See the supplemental materials for the results when distin-
guishing data obtained from HP and LP treatments.

predicting the reliance behavior of a population, its perfor-
mance in predicting individual’s reliance decisions is signif-
icantly worse than the proposed model.

The Importance of Accounting for Dependencies
on Context and Feedback

As discussed earlier, conceptual models in the psychology
literature suggest that during the interactions, people’s re-
liance on automated systems depends on both situational
factors and their interaction experience. To reflect this, in
our proposed hidden Markov model, we assume that both
the task context xt (i.e., reflecting situational factors) and
the feedback received et−1 (i.e., reflecting interaction expe-
rience) affect not only the transition of the trust state zt in
the trust dynamics model (TDM), but also the reliance deci-
sion dt in the decision model (DM) directly. To gain a deeper
understanding of how important it is to account for the de-
pendencies on context and feedback in both TDM and DM,
we conduct an ablation study. In particular, starting from the
original full model structure (Model A), we construct four
additional model structures by removing the dependencies
on previous feedback et−1 from TDM (Model B), removing
the dependencies on et−1 from DM (Model C), removing
the dependencies on task context xt from TDM (Model D),
or removing the dependencies on xt from DM (Model E).
Figure 5 presents the performance of these 5 model struc-
tures in predicting individual decision maker’s reliance de-
cisions in a 5-fold cross validation. Overall, as the perfor-
mance decreases in Models B and C are larger than those
in Models D and E compared to the full model, it implies
that people’s interaction experience feedback et−1 plays a
larger role in determining their reliance behavior than the
task context xt. The significant drop that we see in the per-
formance of both Models B and C suggest that the feed-
back that people get from their interaction experience may
indeed influence their reliance decisions both directly and
indirectly (i.e., through changing their trust). On the other
hand, the observation that the predictive performance of the
model does not significantly decrease after dependencies on
xt is removed from DM (i.e., Model E) suggests that the
situational factors may mainly influence reliance decisions
indirectly through affecting trust, rather than directly.



Start
End HP−LP Approp Acc−Inapprop Acc Inapprop Rej−Approp Rej

low medium high low medium high low medium high
low 1.62 -0.88 -0.74 19.27 -23.37 4.10 -12.29 9.93 2.35

medium -3.01 4.26 -1.24 -11.54 12.44 -0.90 -9.03 17.61 -8.57
high -0.45 -2.17 2.62 -7.35 -7.51 14.86 -0.54 -0.37 0.91

Table 1: Trust state transition probability difference (%) for HP vs. LP, previous experience et−1 being appropriate vs. inappro-
priate acceptance, or inappropriate vs. appropriate rejection. Start is zt−1 (i.e., the trust state in task t− 1), and End is zt.

Figure 5: The predictive performance of five model struc-
tures. Error bars represent the standard errors of the mean.

Explaining the Impacts of Context and Feedback
Finally, we aim to provide some quantitative explanations on
how task context and feedback received during interactions
may impact people’s reliance decisions. For this analysis, we
train a hidden Markov model to fit the reliance behavior of
all human subjects in our dataset, and we focus on analyz-
ing how context and feedback influence the trust dynamics.
To determine the trust “level” each of the K = 3 categor-
ical trust states in the model represents, we first utilize our
human-subject dataset to compute the average probability
for subjects to rely on the AI recommendation in a task (es-
timated by the decision models learned) when the subject’s
trust state is set to each of the three values. We then sort
the average reliance probabilities and label the three trust
states as representing low, medium, or high trust levels, cor-
respondingly (see more details in supplemental materials).

To begin with, we explore how situational factors in-
cluded in task context such as the decision stakes affect trust
transitions. For each of the 500 task instances used in our
experiment, we use it as the current task (i.e., task t) and
compute the differences in the transition probabilities for all
pairs of previous/current trust levels when varying the deci-
sion stake from low (LP) to high (HP), and these differences
are averaged across all four possible feedback et−1 that can
be received from the previous task. Table 1 (the left sec-
tion) reports the trust transition probability differences be-
tween low and high stakes, after averaging across all 500
task instances—the probability differences along the diago-
nal of the transition matrix are all positive, which suggests
that people’s trust state are less likely to change (i.e., more
stable) when decision stake is higher.

Using similar methods, we then explore the impacts of
feedback on trust transitions by computing the trust transi-

tion probability differences when the decision maker accepts
the previous AI recommendation while it turns out to be cor-
rect or wrong (Table 1 middle section), or when they previ-
ously reject the AI and the AI is correct or wrong (Table 1
right section). In both cases, we find the values below the
diagonal of the transition matrices are consistently negative.
This means that when the previous AI recommendation is
correct, the chance for people to transit to a lower trust level
is decreased compared to when the previous AI recommen-
dation is wrong, regardless of whether the decision maker
has accepted or rejected the previous AI recommendation.
In contrast, when examining the sums of the values above
the diagonal of the transition matrices, we find the sum is
only positive in the matrix shown in the right section of Ta-
ble 1. This implies that when an AI recommendation turns
out to be correct rather than wrong, it seems to slightly in-
crease the chance for people to transit to a higher trust level
only if people previously have not relied on it (i.e., exhibit
under-reliance) but not if they have relied on it.

Conclusion and Discussion
In this paper, we propose a theory-based, hidden Markov
model to characterize human’s trust and reliance dynam-
ics in AI-assisted decision making. We evaluate the pro-
posed model’s performance in fitting the real human behav-
ior data collected from a randomized experiment. Our re-
sults show that the proposed model consistently outperforms
other baselines in accurately predicting humans’ reliance be-
havior in AI-assisted decision making. Further analyses on
the learned model allow us to provide insights into how hu-
man’s trust and reliance dynamics are influenced by contex-
tual factors and people’s interaction experiences.

There are a few limitations of this study. For example,
the proposed model may not generalize to settings where
immediate AI performance feedback is not available. Also,
the behavior data is collected from laypeople on the income
prediction task, which is representative of common deci-
sion making tasks that do not require specialized knowledge.
Whether the proposed model can perform well on tasks that
require domain knowledge still needs to be explored. There
are many interesting future directions for this work as well.
For example, we are interested in personalizing the proposed
model to capture the trust and reliance dynamics for dif-
ferent “types” of decision makers to better predict individ-
ual’s reliance decisions. Incorporating other emotions that
may affect people’s reliance behavior into the model, and
adjusting it to accommodate settings where other informa-
tion about the AI recommendation (e.g., confidence, expla-
nations) is presented are also interesting future work.
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